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Abstract: Retrofitting using Fiber Reinforcement Polymer (FRP) for buildings that perform poorly against 
seismic force has attracted the attention of researchers. The poor performance of structures in original and 
rehabilitated forms is assessed based on the response of the entire structure against forces such as gravity 
and earthquake. Although researchers have attempted to extract the responses of FRP-confined Reinforced 
Concrete (RC) columns using several finite-element software and experiments, modeling the whole
retrofitted structure using FRP-confined columns rarely performed and if performed has not been verified 
[1]. This is due to the fact that, modeling the whole structure is almost impossible in Finite Element 
Modeling (FEM) and is conventionally done in lumped plasticity modeling procedure. SAP2000 is 
conventionally used to analyze the structure’s model through finite elements and lumped mass modeling. 
Extracting the exact response of a structure using the SAP2000 analyzer requires the precise modeling of 
structure members, otherwise the softwares response reliability could not be enumerated. To reach this aim, 
this research attempted to verify the response of SAP2000 in lumped mass plasticity modeling procedure 
for FRP-confined columns following the Lam and Teng [2, 3] theory for the wrapped concrete material 
definition. The study was implemented by comparing independent calculation of FRP-confined RC section 
ductility, such as moment-curvature and PMM interaction, versus analysis output of SAP2000. In next step, 
lumped mass modeling of FRP-confined columns was also developed and compared with experiments. 
Comparison of analysis software and independent calculation of section ductility parameters are resulted in 
less than 10 percent difference. Furthermore, assessment of FRP-confined columns in lumped mass 
plasticity modeling procedure compare to experiment is obtained in almost less than 25 percent difference; 
however same trend of analysis and experiments results were barely discernable. 25% difference is the 
software acceptable range of difference between experiment and analysis. Defining the retrofitted material 
properties using various methods had a remarkable effect on the accuracy of software response that is 
studied in this research. 
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INTRODUCTION

Response of concrete structural members is of
great interest because it reflects how members play a 
significant role in the safety evaluation of Reinforced 
Concrete (RC) structures. 

Weakness of structures members can be revealed 
after evaluation of buildings frames using methods of 
analysis such as pushover. After figuring out the
weakness of frame members’, the weakness is required 
to be covered using various retrofitting techniques.
Many retrofitting methods have been proposed by 

researches and experienced engineers to strengthen a 
building’s structure. FRP confining of RC columns has 
received considerable attention for use in feeble
structures due to its unique properties, such as high 
strength-to-weight ratio, stiffness-to-weight ratio, as 
well as corrosion and fatigue resistance. FRP increases 
both ultimate strength and ductility of RC members.
Besides, retrofitting techniques using FRP-confined
columns are sometimes directed at increasing flexural 
strength,  when  necessary.  Thus,  the  retrofitting 
method should   be  used  carefully  because  increasing
flexural  capacity  increases the forces transferred to the
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Fig. 1: Moment curvature that could be applied by operator based on real behavior of section that could be 
extracted through SAP2000 or any other valid software

foundation and the connections between the
structure/column. Failure in the foundation or brittle 
shear failure of the columns results in a collapse, which 
is a serious consideration. Retrofitting must be seriously 
considered to prevent unanticipated danger that may 
occur in the structure. Unanticipated dangers and
problems could be listed as structural twists due to 
strengthened structure members, change of mode shape 
and members’ force and members’ stress ratio. Thus, 
extracting the real behavior of RC members and
consequently correspond rehabilitated structure after 
FRP wrapping is vital because structural resistance
parameters are directly related to the real response of 
building members against simultaneous dead, live and 
lateral loads. In this regard, many studies conducted 
experiments to find the response of FRP-confined RC 
members and compare it with the analysis of specimens 
through finite element modeling [4-6]. Results have 
shown adequate correctness and the hypotheses of the 
models have been proven. Meanwhile, verifying
lumped mass modeling through SAP2000 has been 
attempted but without consideration to the axial force 
variation that has a remarkable effect on the ductility 
resistance of columns susceptible to axial force [7-9].
Since SAP2000 is commonly used to evaluate the
structures in lumped plasticity modeling, verification of 
this software for FRP-confined RC columns susceptible 
to simultaneous different axial and moment force must 
be taken into account. In achieving this goal, this 
research is divided into two parts. In the first part, the 
study attempted to extract columns’ resistance ductility 
characters,  such  as  Moment-Curvature (MC) and 
PMM interaction, through SAP2000 and independent 
calculation. Results were compared with valid
numerical and empirical investigations that had been 

previously done and thereby, the accuracy of SAP2000 
section analyzer (Section Designer) was investigated. In 
the second part, column model with empirical columns 
susceptible to lateral load and axial force have been 
compared. Subsequently, the yield and post-yield
behaviours of members were verified and compared 
with that of empirical ones. It should be mentioned that, 
the material behaviour of FRP-confined concrete has 
been defined based on Lam and Teng study [2, 3] with 
and without consideration to ACI440 recommendation
for rupture strain of FRP that has been limited for
columns susceptible to simultaneous axial and bending 
force [2, 3].

EXTRACTION OF DUCTILITY CHARACTERS

Material non-linear behavior needs to be
considered in pushover analysis since this method is 
conventionally adopted to evaluate buildings safe
quality for buildings with modeshape less than one 
[10]. SAP2000 can reflect the yielding and post-
yielding behaviours of members using discrete user-
defined plastic hinges in frame elements (or default 
hinge properties). Force-displacement or moment-
rotation curve that gives the yield and post-yield values 
for resistance against the force and displacement can be
defined for each degree of freedom. This procedure 
could be done by a curve with values at five points: A 
(the origin), B (the yielding), C (the ultimate capacity 
for pushover analysis), D (the residual strength for
pushover analysis) and E (the failure) (Fig. 1). 

The values of moment and curvature for the point 
A to D are obtained through sectional analysis using the 
Section Designer software. However, analysis of
sections  through  SAP2000  is adequately accurate, still 
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Fig. 2: Stress-strain model for FRP-confined concrete 
by Lam and Teng [2]

any such a program has not created to calculate section 
ductility or resistance characters for concrete sections 
which wrapped by FRP in SAP2000. Nonetheless, it 
have to be considered that nonlinear behaviour of 
mortar which confined by FRP is substantially different 
from that of simple concrete members. This difference 
is more considerable in post yield part of strain stress 
graph of concrete and consequently moment curvature. 
As it is shown in Fig. 2, post yield of concrete specimen 
resistance is increased for confined members whereas 
normal concrete without strengthening lose resist
against the force after yield. 

In this research, ACI440 recommendation for
calculation of ultimate strain of concrete was
investigated in this research. As recommended by the 
ACI Committee 440 [11], the effective strain in the
FRP at failure (εfe) for members subjected to combined 
axial compression and bending moment is limited to the 
minimum value between 0.004 and kεεfe to  ensure the 
shear integrity of the confined concrete. Accurate
estimation of stress-strain of FRP-confined concrete 
will result in precise calculation of MC and
consequently displacement of RC columns. According 
to recent codes, in regard to evaluate safe quality of 
structures, displacement is known as significant factor 
that is revealing the classification of safe quality of 
structures against earthquake [12-14]. To verify the
respond of SAP2000 software for FRP-confined
columns susceptible to various axial loads and bending 
moment due to lateral force, first ductility parameters of 
RC section was investigated such as MC and PMM 
interaction. In this regard the 61x61 cm rectangular
section according to what had been calculated for PMM 
interaction by Silvia Rocca et al. [15] with same
characterizes has been considered in this study and 
SAP2000 analysis outcome was compared to following 
methods of MC calculation:

• Independent calculation of ultimate moment and 
curvature  based  on  latest formulation which have

Fig. 3: Moment and Curvature comparison according to 
three methods in this research

been proposed by Yuan et al. [16] and is reported 
in Appendix B. 

• Independent calculation of ultimate moment and 
curvature based on basic theory that is reported in 
appendix C.

The values of ultimate moment and curvature and 
difference of independent calculation and analysis
result of SAP2000 are shown in Fig. 3 and the
difference percentage is calculated following Equation 
1. To obtain the result of ultimate moment and
curvature for FRP-confined concrete, the new stress-
strain of concrete material is calculated following
relevant studies [2, 3] as it is reported in Appendix A 
and then applied to material definition of SAP2000
analyzer.

(1)

Results of difference percentage has demonstrated 
almost same however with deviation from acceptable 
range of difference. The acceptable range of difference 
for comparison of independent calculation and analysis 
results of SAP2000 is specified 5% based on SAP2000 
manual definition [17]. While difference of independent 
calculation and SAP2000 analysis result based on Yuan 
et  al. [16] has obtained 10.7% for ultimate moment, 
the  difference   of  percentage  was  1.7%  for  ultimate
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Fig. 4: PMM interaction comparis on via three methods

curvature. Although the difference was close to
acceptable range of variation following Yuan et al.
method of calculation of moment and curvature
nevertheless, less deviation of difference between
moment and curvature was found following basic
calculation of ultimate moment and curvature as it can 
be seen in Fig. 3. Readers are directed to appendix B 
and C to figure out the procedure of independent 
calculation of ultimate moment and curvature. 

Another significant criterion in order to estimate 
response of concrete members to axial force along with 
moment is PMM interaction. Since the ultimate
resisting capacity of an RC column is governed by 
many variables and is gradually reduced correspond to 
the amount of axial load increment, it is necessary in 
many cases to conduct a refined numerical analysis that 
considers the material nonlinearities in order to
accurately predict the ultimate strength of RC column 
subjected to a combination of axial and bending forces. 
To obtain the real reflection of column displacement 
and tolerance against lateral force along with axial
force, this parameter was calculated according to three 
methods, as follows. A subsequent comparison of these 
methods was conducted to verify the accuracy of
SAP2000 analysis . First, an analysis of SAP2000
section analyzer was drawn as a graph. Second, the 
parameter was calculated based on the Lawrence
method [18].

As it is illustrated in Fig. 4, PMM interaction of 
SAP2000 analysis result has been achieved in same 
trend comp are to independent calculation. Readers are 
directed to Rocca et al. [15] study and Appendix D for 
figuring  out  the procedure of calculation of interaction 

diagram based on Rocca et al. [15] and Bank [18]
studies respectively. As it has been found exact
response of software for retrofitted RC section has not 
been obtained. The reasons of difference between
independent calculation and software analysis results 
are listed as below:

• Approximation of coefficients α and β in the Yuan 
et al. method [16] by assuming that the stress-strain
curve follows a linear behavior instead of a
parabolic shape; 

• Integration of stress-stress curve and its
multiplication to the concrete area along X (neutral 
axis of RC section) without considering the
depletion of the reinforcement area; 

• Abbreviation of the computation process using one 
decimal precision for X calculation; Exchange of 
the circular shape of the column corners to
rectangular sections with a sharp corner in
SAP2000 section designer analyzer. 

• Tension stress of concrete could not be applied in 
independent calculation and just compression zone 
is enumerated to calculate ultimate moment. 

MODELING THE COLUMNS 
AND COMPARE TO LITERATURE

To figure out the accurate of software for FRP-
confined columns; further investigating the section 
ductility parameters; the FRP-confined RC columns is 
verified comparing to experiments through modeling 
the columns in software. In this regard, the columns 
from  Endeshaw [19],  Haroun  and Elsandedy [20] and
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Table 1: Summary of the selected specimens and calculated ultimate stress and strain based on considering ACI440 (2002) recommendation and 
not considering ACI440 recommendation for rupture strain

RC columns characters and specifications Material properties of FRP confined section 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Section

Section proportion Steel f1 = εFRP f′cc εFRP εcu εFRP

name Researcher Shape (mm)3 ()4 Ratio fy Kεεu,frp εu,frp = 0.004 f1 f′cc εcu = 0.004 = 0.004

AB-1 Endeshaw A.M. (2008) R 381 254 0.070 0.013 280 - - - - - - -

FRP-4 Endeshaw A. M. (2008) R 381 254 0.070 0.013 280 0.55x0.013 0.013 5.76 10.96 37.95 0.012 34.70 0.007
FRP-6 Endeshaw A. M. (2008) R 381 254 0.070 0.013 280 0.55x0.013 0.013 8.75 16.70 41.58 0.016 36.60 0.009

AR-2 Endeshaw A. M. (2008) R 508 254 0.070 0.012 414 0.55x0.013 0.013 5.90 13.92 36.15 0.016 33.20 0.008

RF-A1 Haroun and Elsanadedy (2005) R 610 610 0.054 0.021 414 - - - - - - - -
RF-R1 Haroun and Elsanadedy (2005) R 610 610 0.063 0.021 414 0.55x0.018 0.018 8.19 20.19 73.37 0.014 50.74 0.008

RF-R2 Haroun and Elsanadedy (2005) R 610 610 0.053 0.021 414 0.55x0.019 0.019 8.11 21.46 82.30 0.018 57.15 0.007

RF-R4 Haroun and Elsanadedy (2005) R 610 610 0.053 0.021 414 0.55x0.02 0.02 7.36 20.64 81.02 0.018 56.04 0.007

C1-A Xiao and Ma (1997) C2 610 0.054 0.019 414 - - - - - - - -
C2RT4 Xiao and Ma (1997) C 610 0.054 0.019 414 0.55x0.013 0.013 7.00 12.10 86.40 0.015 67.90 0.009

C3RT5 Xiao and Ma (1997) C 610 0.054 0.019 414 0.55x0.013 0.013 8.73 15.70 96.60 0.015 73.61 0.010

CF-A1 Haroun and Elsanadedy (2005) C 610 0.062 0.019 299 - - - - - - - -
CF-R1 Haroun and Elsanadedy (2005) C 610 0.061 0.019 299 0.55x0.018 0.018 2.00 5.00 52.50 0.010 42.63 0.005

CF-R2 Haroun and Elsanadedy (2005) C 610 0.06 0.019 299 0.55x0.018 0.019 2.00 5.31 54.42 0.011 43.52 0.005

CF-R3 Haroun and Elsanadedy (2005) C 610 0.067 0.019 299 0.55x0.02 0.02 5.18 8.86 62.04 0.017 49.90 0.009

CF-R4 Haroun and Elsanadedy (2005) C 610 0.059 0.019 299 0.55x0.019 0.019 4.80 12.76 79.80 0.021 53.50 0.004
CF-R5 Haroun and Elsanadedy (2005) C 610 0.056 0.019 299 0.55x0.018 0.018 5.75 13.95 85.72 0.021 58.70 0.008

CF-R6 Haroun and Elsanadedy (2005) C 610 0.067 0.019 299 0.55x0.015 0.015 6.51 13.35 77.06 0.022 54.60 0.007

Note: (1) is the Strain limitation for FRP-confined columns as recommended in ACI440
(2) C indicated circular section of column and R indicates rectangular section of column 
(3) Section proportion are the values of RC section sizes in mm
(4) () is the division of yield axial resistance of RC section divide to axial force during the experiment

Yan and Rui [21] researches were selected to
investigate the performance of software for FRP-
confined columns through compare the results of
analysis to experiments. Readers for more information 
about the procedure of test are led to aforementioned 
studies since explanation of the process of the tests are 
out of this study’s scope. The properties of specimens 
were listed as Table 1. In this table after illustrating the 
RC columns section name and relevant researcher,
shape of RC columns section is denoted by R and C for 
signifying rectangular and circular RC sections
respectively. Dimensions of RC columns section and 
then relation of axial force of column to yield axial
resistance of RC section were listed in next columns of 
Table 1. In next step additional confinement pressure 
due to application of FRP (f1) that is calculated based 
on Equation 2. Calculation of (f1) is performed with and 
without consideration to ACI440 recommendation for 
rupture strain. In other aspect, without consideration to 
ACI440 recommendation for rupture strain of FRP, the 
ultimate strain is calculated by multiplying the ultimate 
strain of FRP to efficiency factor for FRP strain (Kε)
that was denoted Kεεu,frp in Table 1. For other case; 
considering ACI440 recommendation; the effective
ultimate strain of FRP εfe is adopted using minimum

value between (kεεu,frp and 0.004) and consequent
additional confinement pressure (f1) is denoted  in 
Table 1. In due course, ultimate stress and strain after 
application of FRP is calculated with and without
consideration to ACI440 recommendation using
Equations 3 and 4 respectively based on Lam and Teng 
[2, 21, 23].
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A new stress-strain was then applied to the
SAP2000 material definition after obtaining using
Equations  2  to  4.  To  enumerate  the  effects  of  axial 
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(i) Specimen AB-1 (unretrofitted) experiment and
SAP2000 analysis result comparison

(ii) Specimen FRP-4 experiment and SAP2000
analysis result comparison curves 

(iii) Specimen FRP-6 experiment and SAP2000
analysis result comparison curves [19]

(iv) Specimen AR-2 experiment and SAP2000 analysis 
result comparison curves [19]

(v) Specimen RF-A1(unretrofitted) experiment and
SAP2000 analysis result comparison curves

 (vi) Specimen RF-R1 experiment and SAP2000
analysis result comparison curves 

(vii) Specimen RF-R2 experiment and SAP2000
analysis result comparison curves

(viii) Specimen RF-R4 experiment and SAP2000
analysis result comparison curves

Fig. 5: Rectangular columns compare to SAP2000 analysis result in both case of with and without ACI
recommendation
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(i) Specimen C1-A (unretrofitted) experiment and
SAP2000 analysis result comparison

(ii) Specimen C2RT4 experiment and SAP2000
analysis result comparison curves 

(iii) Specimen C3RT5 experiment and SAP2000
analysis result comparison curves

(iv) Specimen CF-A1(unretrofitted) experiment and
SAP2000 analysis result comparison

(v) Specimen CF-R1 experiment and SAP2000
analysis result comparison curves

(vi) Specimen CF-R2 experiment and SAP2000
analysis result comparison curves 

(vii) Specimen CF-R3 experiment and SAP2000
analysis result comparison curves

(viii) Specimen CF-R4 experiment and SAP2000
analysis result comparison curves

Fig. 6: Circular section columns specimens compare to SAP2000 analysis result in both case of ACI
recommendation consideration and without ACI limitation (Continued)
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(ix) Specimen RF-R5 experiment and SAP2000
analysis result comparison curves

(x) Specimen RF-R5 experiment and SAP2000
analysis result comparison curves 

Fig. 6: Circular section columns specimens compare to 
SAP2000 analysis result in both case of ACI 
recommendation consideration and without
ACI limitation

force and lateral resistance of column against lateral 
force, the present study applied the PMM hinge at the 
potential place of the column. Although the SAP2000 
manual mentioned a 0.1 column height for hinge length 
location [17], the ATC-40 recommended 0.5D (section 
width) and was found more accurate. 

Coefficient 0.7 or 0.5 EcIg, correspond to the axial 
force value, was applied to the column properties [13].
Ec  denoted the modules of concrete elasticity and Ig is 
the concrete section’s moment of inertia. This
component denoted the effective stiffness that
corresponds to the secant value to the yield point of the 
column resistance. Lateral force, along with axial force, 
was applied to the top of the column based on the 
experimental  method. A  rectangular  lateral  force was 

adopted to simulate lateral shear force at the top of the 
columns. Thus the control joint was the top of the 
column to record the cumulative lateral force and
correspond displacement. A force displacement
diagram was extracted from the software computation, 
subsequently. The software outcome was compared 
with the results of the experiment in bilinear form. The 
comparison’s results are illustrated in Fig. 5 for a
rectangular column and in Fig. 6 for circular columns. 
In Fig. 5, the same trend of experiment compare to 
SAP2000 analysis result can be seen for specimen AB-
1 that was unretrofitted column while for retrofitted 
columns; FRP-4 and FRP-6 with 4 and 6 layers FRP 
respectively; overestimate of analysis result is
obviously visible following ACI440 limitation than that 
of not following ACI440 rule. For other 4 retrofitted 
columns in Fig. 5, respond of software has attained 
more accurate considering ACI440 recommendation.

Although same trend of analysis and experiments 
like rectangular sections is achieved for circular section 
nevertheless, contrary of rectangular section not
concerning the ACI440 recommendation for circular
sections result in more accurate respond of software and 
les deviation of yield and post-yield respond of
software. As it can be seen in Fig. 6, except of
specimen C3RT5 other circular sections are found
closer to experiments while ACI440 recommendation is 
not adopted.

The yield and ultimate force and displacement
toleration of column are listed in Table 2. In this table, 
after denoting the specimens name, yield force
toleration in three cases of experiments, with and
without consideration of ACI440 rule are listed by 
signifying Fyo (exp), Fyo ACI and  Fyo respectively. 
Ultimate force toleration is denoted by Fu and for
illustrating the experiment, with and without
consideration to ACI440 rule, same procedure is
followed like yield force in Table 2. Yield and ultimate
lateral displacement toleration of force-displacement
curve is denoted by ∆y and ∆u respectively.

Since difference of experiments to analysis result 
for SAP2000 software is specified 25% [17], this value 
in investigated in this study to find out difference
percentage of experiment and analysis result for FRP-
confined columns under steady-state axial load and 
cumulative lateral force. In Table 3, after sections
name, difference percentage of analysis result and
experiments for yield and ultimate force and
displacement were listed. It should be mentioned, the 
difference percentage was calculated using Equation 1. 
The difference percentage of experiment and SAP2000 
result with and without considering ACI440
recommendation are denoted by ACI-EXP (%) and
SAP2000-EXP  (%)  respectively in Table 3. In order to
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Table 2: SAP2000 outcome and FRP -confined rectangular and circular columns test results under cyclic lateral loads and constant axial loads

Yield base shear force resistance Yield lateral displacement Ultimate base shear force resistance Ultimate lateral displacement

----------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------

Section Fyo (EXP) Fyo  (ACI) Fyo ∆y (EXP) ∆y  (ACI) ∆y Fu (EXP) Fu  (ACI) Fu ∆u (EXP) ∆u  (ACI) ∆u

name (KN) (KN) (KN) (mm) (mm) (mm) (KN) (KN) (KN) (mm) (mm) (mm)

AB-1 48.93 - 46.43 9.00 - 8.30 62.27 - 49.17 39.69 - 39.00

FRP-4 53.80 57.12 59.63 10.00 10.45 10.90 77.99 60.44 64.47 74.99 54.64 71.00

FRP-6 53.80 57.26 52.94 10.00 10.47 9.70 77.22 62.35 60.86 100.00 58.00 99.11

AR-2 95.99 97.00 105.00 9.50 7.60 8.20 104.90 104.00 119.00 60.00 55.90 78.90

RF-A1 249.90 - 280.00 38.00 - 33.80 - - - - - -

RF-R1 264.90 291.60 295.00 36.50 29.63 30.00 302.40 325.50 357.00 49.00 56.00 112.00

RF-R2 302.00 308.80 321.00 56.00 28.86 30.00 302.00 - - - - -

RF-R4 308.00 284.00 321.00 54.99 73.73 56.60 262.40 - - 81.99 - -

C1-A 197.00 - 196.60 14.00 - 11.51 195.00 - 212.10 23.00 - 24.00

C2RT4 202.90 225.00 246.00 12.00 13.19 14.44 248.00 274.10 309.00 88.00 54.87 95.00

C3RT5 228.00 232.60 250.60 14.00 13.64 14.70 300.00 283.00 330.00 49.00 66.60 115.10

CF-A1 120.00 - 112.30 22.50 - 19.49 149.00 - 114.70 42.00 - 44.80

CF-R1 112.00 118.90 126.20 23.00 20.55 21.82 146.80 123.00 133.00 150.00 61.23 135.00

CF-R2 125.00 119.50 130.20 21.01 20.40 22.24 175.00 123.00 139.00 153.90 61.00 152.50

CF-R3 125.00 121.50 136.40 20.00 22.00 23.30 185.00 126.60 153.00 160.00 62.20 157.00

CF-R4 125.00 115.90 160.40 20.00 19.60 26.50 185.00 120.00 204.00 164.80 46.00 188.00

CF-R5 151.00 128.40 156.60 38.10 21.14 25.80 177.00 136.10 195.70 219.90 105.70 227.00

CF-R6 129.00 125.80 153.00 21.08 22.70 27.70 177.00 134.00 195.50 163.00 87.00 203.00

Table 3: Percentage difference between SAP2000 analysis outcomes and experiments

Yield lateral base shear Yield lateral Ultimate lateral base shear Ultimate lateral displacement

force resistance difference displacement difference force resistance difference resistance difference

-------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------

Section Difference Difference Difference Difference Difference Difference Difference Difference

Name ACI-EXP (%) SAP2000-EXP (%) ACI-EXP (%) SAP2000-EXP (%) ACI-EXP (%) SAP2000-EXP (%) ACI-EXP (%) SAP2000-EXP (%)

AB-1 - -17.40 - -21.25 - -23.18 - -2.99

FRP-4 -6.65 -2.54 20.53 25.78 -22.51 -17.35 -27.15 -5.33

FRP-6 -13.15 -19.70 4.72 -2.98 -20.06 -21.97 -42.00 -0.89

AR-2 -5.05 2.79 -24.82 -18.88 -1.42 12.80 -6.83 31.50

RF-A1 - 26.35 - 17.32 - 20.47 - -12.01

RF-R1 2.51 3.70 -24.38 -23.44 9.18 19.74 -3.45 93.10

RF-R2 24.02 28.92 6.79 11.01 12.01 22.85 -28.70 2.88

RF-R4 9.56 23.84 -18.12 -7.41 -5.00 7.41 -10.08 -30.93

C1-A - 1.74 - -16.18 - 8.77 - -4.00

C2RT4 -3.49 5.52 -4.29 4.78 9.64 23.60 -37.65 7.95

C3RT5 -11.31 -4.44 -15.30 -8.71 -5.67 10.00 4.06 79.81

CF-A1 - -13.74 - -20.18 - -17.82 - 6.67

CF-R1 -19.79 -14.84 -32.50 -28.33 -20.65 -14.19 -59.18 -10.00

CF-R2 -12.15 -4.26 -10.75 -2.70 -29.71 -20.57 -60.13 -0.33

CF-R3 -9.16 1.98 2.80 8.88 -31.55 -17.30 -66.74 -16.04

CF-R4 -28.93 -1.62 -24.88 1.56 -35.14 10.27 -75.79 -1.05

CF-R5 -21.56 -4.37 -29.00 -13.34 -23.11 10.60 -55.96 -5.42

CF-R6 -15.62 2.62 -7.12 13.33 -24.29 10.45 -46.63 24.54

resolute the differences, values are illustrated in bar 
chart graph form in Fig. 7. The differences of
experiment and analysis results are shown for yield and 
ultimate force and displacement in Fig. 7. Considering 
ACI440 recommendation for rupture strain of FRP for 
columns susceptible to simultaneous axial and moment 
force is signified by (considering rupture strain 0.004) 

in Fig. 7. As it can be seen in this Fig. 7 (a) for yield 
base shear force toleration of column, considering
ACI440 rule resulted in difference less than 25%.
Although  the  difference  obtained  negative  for 
models AB-1, FRP-4 and FRP-6 that means
overestimate  estimation  of  force  and  displacement 
for   aforementioned   models  nevertheless,  differences 
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a) The difference of analysis and experiments for yield base shear force toleration of column

b) The difference of analysis and experiments for yield displacement toleration of column

c) The difference of analysis and experiments for ultimate shear force toleration of column

Fig. 7: Analysis precision of SAP2000 for rectangular and circular coumns for ultimate and yield displacement and 
base shear force (Continued)
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d) The difference of analysis  and experiments for ultimate displacement toleration of column

Fig. 7: Analysis precision of SAP2000 for rectangular and circular coumns for ultimate and yield displacement and 
base shear force 

Fig. 8: Average of Difference between SAP2000 and test for rectangular and circular sections 

were positive for models RF-A1 to RF-R4. In both 
cases of differences in negative weather positive form, 
considering ACI440 rule resulted in difference less than 
25% that is within acceptable range of error for
comparing experiment and SAP2000 analysis result.
For circular section, even though all yield base shear 
force toleration were obtained negative and
consequently demonstrate overestimate estimation of 
force resistance of FRP-confined columns, but more 
difference of experiment and analysis result was
obtained in case of considering ACI440 rule.

On behalf of yield displacement in Fig. 7 (b)
almost same result has been obtained. For ultimate base 
shear force resistance almost same results to yield base 
shear force for circular and rectangular sections was 

obtained however with more deviation (Fig. 7 (c)) and 
also for ultimate displacement. However overestimation 
will direct the calculation process to out of risk but, 
extensive increment of rehabilitation cost may reduce
the rationality of designation plan. Since the ultimate 
displacement and shear force toleration presents the 
collapse of columns and consequently abrupt collapse 
of  structure, any risk would not be adopted specially 
for rectangular columns which are more common in 
buildings.

Average of displacement and force resistance of 
column in cases of yield and ultimate are shown in Fig. 
8 (a and b). Considering ACI440 rule is signified by 
(ACI440) in this figure. The difference of experiment 
and  analysis results  comparison  in  case of yield base
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shear force toleration was larger for rectangular section 
not considering ACI440 rule contrary of circular
section (Fig. 8). The average of difference in case of 
yield displacement is larger considering ACI440 than
not considering ACI440 however with less divergence. 
On behalf of ultimate base shear force toleration for 
both rectangular and circular sections, considering
ACI440 resulted in larger difference however negative 
that demonstrates conservative respond of software. 
Since ultimate displacement is known as significant 
factor to evaluate and assess of structure’s safe quality 
and demonstrates the collapse of columns and
consequently structure, this component has to be taken 
into account. However considering ACI440 rule led the 
ultimate displacement to around-18% difference for
rectangular section and-50% for circular section, not 
considering ACI440 resulted in less than 10%
difference for both circular and rectangular sections. 

Differences are appeared between test and real
since SAP2000 that is using lumped plasticity modeling 
procedure for columns, is not currently able to consider 
following conditions. The reasons of differences
between experiments and analysis results are listed as 
follow:

• The plane sections remain plane after any
deformation (Bernoulli’s assumption).

• Arbitrary monotonic stress-strain relationships for 
each of the three materials (i.e., concrete,
reinforcing bars and FRP) may be assumed.

• The longitudinal reinforcing bars are identical in 
diameter and are subject to the same amount of 
strain as the adjacent concrete.

• The effect of creep, the tensile strength of concrete 
and any direct tension stress caused by shrinkage 
are ignored.

• Shear deformation is ignored.
• Transverse steel could not be considered in

SAP2000 after exertion of a new material, which 
does not follow the default program. Thus, the
section experiences less curvature because
transverse steel increases the ultimate strain of
concrete and consequently, so does section
curvature.

• Material properties must be defined as exactly as 
possible using experiments. Accurate tests of the 
properties of most structural materials
demonstrated  that  the materials  are  not  isotropic 
or homogeneous. However, adopting an isotropic
approximation for most analyses is the
conventional practice [23].

• An approximate application of guidelines property 
modifier  must  be  used  for  columns  susceptible 
to  axial  and  moment  forces  simultaneously [13].

However, studies have shown that a this coefficient 
is less than what is used according to guidelines 
[24] that may lead to an error estimation of
ductility parameters and consequently
displacement.

• The hinge length location must be shifted during an 
increment of lateral force. Hinge length location is 
assumed in steady-state position during an analysis 
in columns. It is calculated 0.5 D (section width), 
according to ATC [12] and 0.1 h (column height), 
according to the SAP2000 manual guide (2009).

Therefore, the exact response of a column in a 
lumped mass model in SAP2000 cannot be expected 
however difference has to be decreased as far as
possible. The use of composite, anisotropic materials 
will be increased in future. Hence, engineers are
responsible for evaluating the errors associated with 
these approximations and for conducting analyses using 
different material properties [23].

CONCLUSION

This study is devoted to verify the model of FRP-
confined columns in SAP2000 that material properties 
of wrapped RC columns is calculated based on Lam 
and Teng [2, 3] [2, 3]study. The procedure of modeling 
and assigning the specialties are explained in context 
and results of analysis have been compared to literature 
to figure out reliability of analysis result. The
acceptable range of difference according to SAP2000 
[17](2009) recommendation is controlled for FRP-
confined RC columns with and without consideration to 
ACI440 rules for rectangular and circular section. An
analysis of the performance of FRP-confined columns 
demonstrated that its performance is equivalent to that 
of conventional RC columns in yield but different in 
ductility and post-yield. Meanwhile it has been found 
that, an appropriate stress-strain model for FRP-
confined concrete material in the compression zone
should be considered as well to develop the accurate 
analysis respond of software in pushover analysis
domain. For FRP-confined RC columns, ACI440
recommendation for calculating the stress-strain of
wrapped concrete in compression zone resulted in more 
accurate estimation of post-yield force-displacement
curve for rectangular section than circular ones. Not 
only the force-dis placement of FRP-confined RC
columns in rectangular form after analyzing were
achieved in more tendency of pushover curve
considering ACI440 recommendation, but also ultimate 
displacement of the columns has found in less
difference of experiment and analysis result. Unlikely, 
results of analysis of circular RC columns were in more 
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difference considering ACI440 rules; however
remarkably conservative and consequently not cost-
effective. It can be noted that, to achieve the accurate 
result  of  force  and  displacement  of  rectangular 
FRP-confined RC section, following ACI440 rules
results in more accurate estimation of force and
displacement contrary of circular section. It will
increase    the   probability   of   analysis   result   within 

acceptable range of difference between analysis and 
real experiment. 
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Appendix A: Calculation of Stress Strain Diagram of Wrapped Column Based on Lam and Teng [2, 3] Study
Given: A 61x61 cm rectangular RC section according to what had been studied for calculating interaction 

diagram (PMM) [15] is given in this study. Characteristics of given RC section are illustrated in Fig. A1. 

Fig. A1: Section properties by Silvia [15]

Properties of FRP are listed in Table A1 and new stress-strain diagram of compression region of concrete are 
calculated based on FRP and RC section characteristics as follow:

Table A1: FRP properties and characters [15]
Manufacturer’s reported FRP material properties-example application

Thickness per ply, t f 0.33 mm 0.013 in.

Ultimate tensile strength, *
fuf 3792 MPa 550,000 psi

Rupture strain, *
fuε 0.0167 mm/mm 0.0167 in./in.

Modulus of elasticity, Ef 227,527 MPa 33,000,000 psi

New characters of stress-strain graph after application of 6 layers FRP with characters which tabulated in Table
A2 are obtained as below: 

'
' 3

2

2 2 44.8 2.95 10
(31,685 1315 )

c
t

c

f MPa
E E MPa

−×= = = ×
− −

( )' '

2 3

50.38 44.8
1315

4.23 10
cc c

ccu

MPaf f
E −

−−
= = =

×
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' ' 3.3 44.8 3.3 0.425 3.97 50.38cc c a lf f K f MPa= + = + × × =

( ) ( )2 2

2 2 2

2

1 (610 2 25 ) 1 (610 2 25 )
11 (( )( 2 ) (( )( 2 ) ) / ( 3 ) 3 37,612 0.425

1 1 2.65 10
g ge

c g

mm mm mm mm
b hh r b r AA mmh b

A −

 − × + − × −− − + − − ×= = =
− − ×

2

0.425 1 0.425e
a

c

A bK
A h
 = = × =  

0.45

' fe
' '1.5 12 l

ccu c b
c c

fk
f

  
 = +     

0.453.97MPa 0.004mm/mm
0.002mm/mm 1.5 12 0.45

44.8MPa 0.002mm/mm
   = + × ×       

Where
'
tε : Transition strain (Fig. B2)

E2: Second slope of linear part of stress strain of FRP-confined RC section
'
ccf : Maximum compressive strain of concrete due to application of FRP

εccu: Ultimate axial strain of FRP-confined concrete 

• It should bear in mind that for the case of pure compression, the effective strain in the FRP εfe is limited by kεεfe

and in the case of combined axial and bending by εfe = minimum (0.004, kεεfu) according to ACI 440 rules. 
• It should also be taken into account that in this part all units has specified as SI (m and Mpas.)

Appendix B: Moment-Curvature Calculation of Wrapped Column Based on Yuan et al. [16] study 
For determining the ultimate moment and curvature according to Yuan et al. [16] the factors  and were

calculated for 61x61 concrete column. These two factors were derived using Lam and Teng [2] stress-strain model 
that mean stress factor and the compression force centroid factor respectively. Aforementioned factors are calculated 
as follow:

( )
' 3

2
' 3

2

2 1315 4.23 10 2 44.8
1 1

2 3 2 44.8 3 (31685 1315) 4.23 10
cu co

co c cu

E f
f E E

−

−
× × ×

= + − = + −
− × × − × × = 0.83

( )
'3 ' 2 2 3 2

2 2 2
' 2 3 2 ' 2 2

2 2 2 2

2 3 ( ) 2 ( )
1

4 3 ( ) 6 ( )
co co c u c cu c

co cu c cu c co cu c

f f E E E E E
f E E E E E f E E

− + − + −
= − +

− − + − + −

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

2 32 23 3 3

3 22 22 3 3 3

2 44.8 3 44.8 4.23 10 31685 1315 2 1315 4.23 10 3168 5 1315

4 44.8 4.23 10 31685 1315 3 1315 4.23 10 31685 1315 6 44.8 4.23 10 31685 1315

− −

− − −

− × + × × × × − + × × × × −
= −

− × × × × − + × × × × − + × × × × − +1=0.396

Fig. B2: Basic theory of Moment-Curvature calculation
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After obtaining α and β for aforementioned RC section that are shown in Fig. B2, the neutral axis along the 
concrete section (X) has to be calculated using following equations. This goal is achieved iterating following 
equation as described as follow: 

' ( 0)sk c sc kb f Af X −+ =∑

cmmX 808.04414101639
103277)38103277000,2010586.1(08.061.08.4483.0

6

663

==⇒×××
≅××−××××+×××

−

−−−

In order to calculate the ultimate moment, stress of reinforcement in every layer (fsk) has to be estimated 
corresponds to ultimate compression stress of concrete as it is shown in Fig. B3 In next step, the ultimate moment 
(Mu and curvature Φu) is calculated.

Fig. B3: Correspond strain of reinforcement steel accordance to X (Neutral Axis)

( )
( )

sN

u co sk c sk si
k 1

3 6 2 6

D D 0.61
M f bX X (f )A d Equation (4) 0.83 44.8 0.61 0.08 0.396 0.08

2 2 2

1.568 10 200,000(MPa) 38MPa 3277 10 ( m ) 0.225m 1639 10 414

0.305 0.22 2(2layaerwithsamest

=

− − −

     = α − γ + − σ − = × × × × − ×     
     

+ × × − × × × + × ×

× − ×

∑

6

3
5cu

u

eelarea) 3277 10 414 0.225 1.1843Mpas.m

4.23 10 mm5.287 10 mmX 80mm

−

−
−

+ × × × =

ε ×
Φ = = = ×

Appendix C: Basic Calculation of Moment-Curvature
The factors of ultimate moment and curvature (MC) are calculated basically same to what has been adopted in 

Appendix B based on Yuan et al. [16] study for calculation of MC. In this method, calculation of ultimate moment is 
done through multiplying the stress-strain area to the compression zone of concrete’s section along X (neutral axis). 
The new stress and strain of FRP-confined concrete is calculated based on Lam and Teng [2] and the neutral axis is 
calculated using following mathematic process. In following mathematic process, since in first step, X has been 
defined 7.8 cm and following equation has not been satisfied, iteration has to be repeated up to equal result of both 
sides of equation. In next step, X increased up to 7.9 cm as it can be seen in Fig. C4 and is controlled. According to 
following equation, sum of compression stress has to be equal to sum of tensional stress of RC section: 

31 2 AA A

'c c c t c t cu t c t c c c t c t cu t c t
co

cu cu cu cu cu cu

f f f f f f f f f f
X X X X f X

2 2 2 2 2 2
 ε + ε −ε ε − ε + ε + ε − ε ε − ε +

× + × × + × × = × + × + × × ≅ α ε ε ε ε ε ε 

  

.

( )3 6 635.05 0.078 0.61 1.52 10 200,000 3277 10 3277 1639 10 414 2.66 2.71− − −× × + × × × × = + × × ⇒ ≠

iteration have to be repeated

3
6 210

1.586 200,000 3277 10s y s s s
mm

E A MPa m
mm

−
−< ⇒ × × = × × × ×

6 2414 3277 10s y y sf A MPa m−> ⇒ × = × ×
6 2414 3277 10s y y sf A MPa m−> ⇒ × = × ×

6 2414 3277 10s y y sf A MPa m−> ⇒ × = × ×
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a) Calculation of neutral axis for 61x61 cm RC section along compressive stress of section

b) Stress strain and distribution of X along strain

Fig. C4: The stress of compression zone of concrete section and 

Once the neutral axis was obtained 7.9 cm, in order to calculate the ultimate moment, references axis of bending 
forces ( Y ) that is placed at the section mid-depth was calculated as follow:

( )

trainglecenter trianglearea

trianglearea

i i
i i
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∑

It has to be mentioned that second trapezoid A 2 in order to abbreviate the math operation has assumed rectangle. 
In next step, ultimate moment and curvature was calculated as follow:
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Results of mathematic operation are shown in Fig. 3 and compared to each other. 

Appendix  D:  Calculation  of  PMM  Interaction  of  FRP-confined  Column  According  to  Lwrence.  C.  Bank 
Method [18]:

In this method, the PMM interaction surface including 5 points A, B, C, D and E are calculated as follow and 
results are compared to SAP2000 analysis result and Rocca et al.study [15]. The result of comparison is illustrated 
as Fig. 4. Readers for more information are directed to prescribed references. 

Fig. D5: PMM interaction according to Lawrence C. Bank [18] modeling procedure
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In order to calculate the moment for point C, stress of reinforcement corresponds to compression stress of 
concrete as Fig. D6 for point C is calculated and applied for calculation of rebar stress. The stress of rebar for point
D is calculated as is shown in Fig. D7 

Fig. D6: Correspond strain of reinforcement steel accordance to X (Neutral Axis) in point C
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Fig. D7: Correspond strain of reinforcement steel accordance to X (Neutral Axis) for point D
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All in all, the results of independent calculation and 
SAP2000 outcome are compared as are illustrated in 
Fig. 3 and 4 for MC and PMM interaction curves 
respectively.

Nomenclature
Ac: Cross-sectional area of concrete in column = Ag (1-ρgAg)
Ae: Effectively confined area = 

2 2
g g gA ((h 2r) (b 2 r ) ) / 3 A− − + − −ρ

Ag: Total cross-sectional area
As: Area of tensile steel reinforcement 
A’s: Area of compression steel reinforcement 
Asi: Cross-sectional area of ‘‘ith” layer of longitudinal steel 

reinforcement
a: Depth of compression block in RC section
b: Short side dimension of a non-circular cross-section
cc: Concrete compression force
Cs: Steel compression force
dsi: Distance from position of ‘‘ith” layer of longitudinal steel 

reinforcement to geometric centroid of the cross-section
D: Diameter of circular cross-section or diameter of equivalent 

circular column for non-circular cross-section column for non-
circular cross-sections = 2 2a b+

d: Distance from top of the section to centroid of last tensile steel
e: Eccentricity of axial load
emin: Minimum eccentricity of axial load
E2: Slope of linear portion of confined stress-strain curve 
Eε: Initial modulus of elasticity of concrete
Ef: Tensile modulus of elasticity of FRP

'
cf : Characteristic concrete compressive strength determined from 

standard cylinder
'

ccf : Maximum compressive strength of confined concrete
*
fuf : Ultimate tensile strength of FRP

fuf : Design ultimate tensile strength of FRP 
f1: Confinement pressure due to FRP jacket
fsk: Stress in ‘‘ith” layer of longitudinal steel reinforcement
fy: Yield strength of longitudinal steel reinforcement
fyo: Nominal yield strength for lateral force-deformation
H: Height of column
h: Long side dimension of a non-circular cross-section
Mmax: Maximum bending moment
Mn: Nominal bending moment capacity
Mu: Ultimate moment of RC section
My: Yield moment of RC section
n: Number of FRP plies composing the jacket
Pa: Constantly applied axial load
Pmax:Maximum applied axial load
Pn: Nominal axial load capacity of a RC column
r: Corner radius of non-circular cross-sections
t f: FRP nominal ply thickness
T S: Steel tensile force
X: Neutral axis
α1: Factor relating the uniform compressive stress of the 

equivalent rectangular block in the compression zone to the 
compressive strength 

β1: Factor relating depth of equivalent rectangular compressive 
stress block to neutral axis depth

εc: Axial compressive strain corresponding to '
cf 0.002mm/mm=

εccu: Ultimate axial compressive strain of confined concrete
εcu: Ultimate axial compressive strain of unconfined concrete = 

0.003 mm/mm
εfe: FRP Effective strain (strain level reached at failure)
εfu a: Ultimate tensile strain of the FRP
εsy: Strain corresponding to the yield strength of steel

reinforcement
εu, frp : Rupture tensile Strain of the FRP
εt: Transition strain in stress-strain curve of FRP-confined

concrete. It corresponds to point of change between initial 
parabola and straight line 

4 6 26.03 10 / 200,000 3277 10s y s s sE A mm mm MPa m− −< ⇒ × × = × × × ×

6 2414 3277 10s y y sf A MPa m−> ⇒ × = × ×

4 6 21.57 10 / 200,000 3277 10s y s s sE A mm mm MPa m− −< ⇒ × × = × × × ×

6 2414 3277 10s y y sf A MPa m−> ⇒ × = × ×

0.104
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Φ: Strength reduction factor
Kε: Efficiency factor for FRP strain proposed to account for the 

difference between the actual rupture strain observed in FRP 
confined specimens and the FRP material rupture strain 
determined from tensile coupon testing 

ρg: Ratio of the area of longitudinal steel reinforcement to the 
cross-sectional area of a compression member 

Ψf: Additional FRP strength reduction factor
Φy: Yield curvature of RC section
Φu: Ultimate curvature of RC section
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